The value of
ACCREDITED TRAINING

Become an ISACA® Accredited Training Partner
Accreditation provides a codified approach for training organizations interested in delivering training for ISACA certification and certificate programs. It offers a way to differentiate your organization in the marketplace from other training options. ISACA has partnered with APMG to create an Accredited Training Program to elevate training experiences and outcomes.

Why do candidates choose ISACA training?
ISACA certifications are globally accepted and recognized. Certification proves to employers that a candidate has what it takes to add value to their enterprise. Many organizations and governmental agencies around the world require or recognize ISACA's certifications. Independent studies consistently rate ISACA's designations among the highest paying IT and impactful certifications that an IT professional can earn. Earning and maintaining an ISACA certification:

• Boosts earning potential
• Counts in the hiring process
• Enhances professional credibility and recognition

In fact, globally across all certification levels, the average salary for ISACA-certified professionals is 44% greater than for peers certified elsewhere, according to the 2018 IT Skills and Salary survey.
What is accreditation?
Accreditation is the independent assessment of a third-party certification or other conformity assessment body (or, a standards developer) to determine whether it demonstrates competence and is operating in accordance with specific requirements. ISACA partners with ANSI (The American National Standards Institute) to provide third-party accreditation for our certifications, to ensure the highest levels of quality, consistency and integrity are met globally.

Why is choosing an accredited training partner important?
Third party accreditation ensures that all certification candidates everywhere achieve measurable learning and achievement. It confirms a candidate’s knowledge and experience. With a non accredited training partner, your organization cannot be sure of the consistency of the curriculum, the competence of the teaching personnel, or standardization of the instruction. When you select ISACA as your training and certification partner, you have the confidence that the training is of the highest quality, and the coursework and certification exam have been rigorously reviewed by outside assessors and conform to international standard ISO/IEC 17011. It confirms the competence of the instruction, the integrity of the intellectual property, and reputation of your organization.

"Infosec students have made ISACA certification training a key aspect of their careers for more than 15 years — and ISACA certifications continue to be among the most requested by the government and private organizations we support. As an ISACA Elite Partner, we’re proud to help build and validate the skills of not just audit and risk professionals, but a wide range of cybersecurity professionals looking to get ISACA-certified on their first attempt."

Jim Chilton, General Manager
Infosec

"We are thrilled to have achieved ISACA Elite+ Training Partner status and thank ISACA for playing such an integral role in our success in 2021. Our mutual commitment to this partnership will continue to be a top focus as we invest in broadening our reach to serve even more clients with ISACA certification."

Michael McNelis, EVP of Enterprise Services
Training Camp

To learn more about becoming an ISACA accredited training partner, please contact: sales@isaca.org